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Abstract 
The problems of steady and pulsatile blood flow through stenosed arterles are studled numer- 
ically for Reynolds numbers of 10, 100, 150, 500 and 800 at 25 %, 50 % and 75 % area-based 
stenosis The flow is assumed to be incompressible, laminar and axlsymmetric The blood 
IS modelled as a non-Newtonlan Auld wlth a three parameter Carreau model Thls model 
represents the viscosity-shear rate behaviour of blood fairly accurately The Newtonian flow 
can be studled as a speclal case wlth thls model For the case of pulsatile blood flow, the 
Inlet flow IS represented by waveforms that closely approximate the experimentally measured 
data reported m the literature for canine femoral and coronary arteries 
The mathematical formulation, written in terms of primitive variables, IS cast 
into a derived varlable formulation involving the stream function and vortlclty The gov- 
erning equatlons are further transformed using a suitable coordinate transformation The 
transformed equations are solved on a rectangular computational domaln obtained by the 
transformat~on of the physlcal domain A tlme-implicit discretlsation 1s employed and the 
solut~ons are obtaned with finite difference numerical methods The dlscretlsed equations 
at every tlme step are solved with point Gauss-Seidel method In case of non-Newtonian 
flow, a global iteration process over the same tlme step is introduced for better couplxng of 
the equatlons 
Results are obtained for physrolog~cally relevant quantities such as wall shear stress 
and pressure drop For the case of steady NewtonIan and non-Newtonlan flow, the extent of 
separated regon, the peak wall shear stress and the pressure drop are found to mcrease mth  
increasing degree of stenosls The pulsat~le flow wlth femoral artery waveform shows that 
the wall shear stress and the pressure drop vary over a wide range of values for one complete 
tlme cycle keeplng in tune wlth the (spatial and temporal) acceleration and deceleration of 
the flow The flow patterns for non-Newtonian cases show significant differences from the 
corresponding Newtonlan cases, particularly at lo\ve~ values of peak Reynolds number, such 
as 10 The non-Newtonaln flow reveals a very complex variation of the wall shear stress at 
negatlve inlet velocit~es Qualltatlvely similar varlatlons for the wall shear stress and pressure 
dlstributlon are obtained for coronary artery waveform The study reveals that blood flow 
cannot be treated as Newtonian even m the case of large arteries, where the shear rates are 
generally high The peak wall shear stress exceeds the safe limlt of 40 Pa for endothellal 
rupture at a Reynolds number 500 at all degrees of stenosls for the femoral artery and at a 
Reynolds number of 150 and 75 per cent stenosis for coronary artery 
